Flute excerpts

1. Get On Board, Little Children
   m. 9 through reh. #3

2. Deep River
   reh. #8 to the end

3. Medley
   Solo before reh. #11 to end of phrase after #11
   (end at 6 bar rest)

TIPS:
   □ Please take 10-15 seconds to gather your thoughts between excerpts.
   □ When encountering multirests, do not count them out. Just pause briefly and continue.

If you would also like to audition on PICCOLO, please play the following piccolo excerpts:

1. Deep River
   Final 5 bars

2. Medley
   Bar 4 through rehearsal #10

Additional prepared music is not necessary for piccolo. All piccolo players must audition for flute.
2. DEEP RIVER
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1. GET ON BOARD, LITTLE CHILDREN

Moderately fast
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3. MEDLEY

Moderately

Lively

\[ \text{mm retard} \]

\[ f \]

\[ \text{mf} \]

\[ \text{mf-f} \]

\[ \text{Strict Solo} \]

\[ \text{Freely retard gradually} \]

\[ \text{mf fend} \]

\[ \text{retard gradually} \]

\[ \text{f a tempo} \]

\[ \text{retard} \]

Lively

\[ \text{gracefully} \]

\[ \text{6} \]

\[ \text{(Ban.) retard} \]

\[ \text{f} \]

\[ \text{Slowly Solo} \]

\[ \text{gracefully mf} \]

\[ \text{mf} \]
C Piccolo

2. DEEP RIVER

Slowly

3. MEDLEY

Moderately

Lively
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